
INVITATION



Jakarta, 27th November 2014

Subject : BITMAP 2015 – FAST FORWARD

Dear Sir/Madam,

 BITMAP 2015 Committee would like to invite your institution to participate in our computer competi-

tion. BITMAP (BINUS International Computer Championship) is an official event organized by BINARY 

(BINUS International Computer Society), Computer Science major’s club. BITMAP will be held on BINUS 

International University. 

 Hitherto, BITMAP has successfully launched on 2011 and 2012. Unfortunately, due to several reasons, 

BITMAP was not held on 2013. Hence, on the year of 2015, will be the third times to conduct BITMAP 

event. It comprises of 4 Competition Divisions and 12 Organizational Support Divisions to assist the opera-

tion of this event. BITMAP 2011 was opened for high school students, while BITMAP 2012 was opened for 

high school students and university students. On 2015, BITMAP competition will again be open for high 

school students and university students. However, on BITMAP 2015, University students may join one of 

the competitions stated except for programming. 

The theme of BITMAP 2015 ‘Fast Forward’ is decided through hours of consideration. It is decided based 

on our living pace and the consideration of our future generation. It is created with a goal of improving the 

committee and participant’s IT skills with combination of English skills. 

 The purpose of conducting this event is to help the participant on expanding and polishing their IT 

knowledge. In addition, this event will use full English program, hence this will help every participant to 

improve their English skills. At the same time, conducting this event will also benefits several parties. For 

instance, sponsors, participants, committees, and even BINUS International University itself. We, BITMAP 

2015, sincerely hope for our aim to be understood by giving you a clear view throughout this proposal.



event details

• High school students

• University students

Targeted Participants

Competition
Day 

Date 

Time

Venue 

Saturday & Sunday

21-22 February 

8.00 – 17.00

THE JOSEPH WIBOWO CENTER FOR ADVANCED LEARNING 

BINUS INTERNATIONAL

JL. HANG LEKIR I NO. 6 

SENAYAN – JAKARTA SELATAN 10270

 Best regards, 

 Edward Leonardi        Michael Desmond

Vice Project Leader of BITMAP 2015      Project Leader of BITMAP 2015



Competition Description

*For first 10 teams

High School Level 
Registration fee: Rp. 250,000.00,-

Early Bird: Rp. 200,000.00,-*

Number of people in a team: 1-2. 

Total number of teams: 16 teams.

This competition is an on-site competition to create a poster, based on the theme that is 

given. Participants are allowed to use Adobe Photoshop CS6, Adobe Illustrator CS6, and 

Corel DRAW. The theme for high school level is “The Future is Here”. Since the technology 

has rapidly growing, hence the purpose of this theme is similar to the theme of this event, it 

is to encourage people youngster to keep moving fast forward. Each team consists of 

maximum 2 students with a total of 16 teams. There is only 1 round provided for high 

school poster design. The competition will be conducted in Mac Computer Lab provided.

University Level 
Registration fee: Rp. 250,000.00,-

Early Bird: Rp. 200,000.00,-*

Number of people in a team: 1-2. 

Total number of teams: 16 teams.

The university level is also an on-site competition. Participants are allowed to use Adobe 

Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe image ready, and Corel DRAW. The theme for the 

university level is “Minimalistic Nowadays”. The purpose of this theme is to tell people that 

now are the era of globalization. We live in a simple and minimalistic lifestyle. Each team 

will also consist of maximum 2 students with a total of 16 teams. It will only be a 1 round 

competition for university poster design. The competition will be conducted in Mac 

Computer Lab as well.  



*For first 10 teams

High School Level 
Registration fee: Rp. 250,000.00,-

Early Bird: Rp. 200,000.00,-*

Number of people in a team: 1-2. 

Total number of teams: 16 teams.

This competition is an on-site 

competition. The purpose is to create a 

static website. Each team will consist of 

maximum 2 students and assigned with 

two computers. Each team must do all 

the work of creating the web pages 

using the permitted development tools, 

but may make use of content (e.g. 

images, audio, and video) found on the 

Internet with proof of documenta¬tion 

that permits its use. Participants are not 

allowed to use any storage devices 

during the competition. The theme will 

be “The Future of _______”. 1 Round 

competition with 4 hours’ time limit will 

be conducted in a Computer Lab 

provided. The competition will be judge 

based on the design, usability, 

creativity, and the content. Participants 

have to create a static website 

according to the theme and written in 

English.

University Level 
Registration fee: Rp. 250,000.00,-

Early Bird: Rp. 200,000.00,-*

Number of people in a team: 1-2. 

Total number of teams: 16 teams.

This competition is an on-site 

competition. The purpose is to create a 

static website. Each team will consist of 

maximum 2 students and assigned with 

two computers. Each team must do all 

the work of creating the web pages 

using the permitted development tools, 

but may make use of content (e.g. 

images, audio, and video) found on the 

Internet with proof of documenta¬tion 

that permits its use. Participants are not 

allowed to use any storage devices 

during the competition. The theme will 

be “Create Your Own Startup”. 1 Round 

competition with 4 hours’ time limit will 

be conducted in a Computer Lab 

provided. The competition will be judge 

based on the design, usability, 

creativity, and the content. Participants 

have to create a static website 

according to the theme and written in 

English.



High School Level 
(ACM Based Programming Competition) 

Registration fee: Rp. 250,000.00,-

Early Bird: Rp. 200,000.00,-*

Number of people in a team: 1-2. 

Total number of teams: 30 teams.

It is a team based competition with each team consists of maxi¬mum 2 people. Only the first 20 teams can participate in 

this competition. The competition will be held on-site in 2 days with 1 round per day. Each participant will be provided for 

1 computer, however only 1 computer can submit the final result to the system. Participants will be asked to solve some 

problems (around 10 problems) in a given time (around 4 to 5 hours). Participants are free to choose any programming 

language using any compiler that is provided in the computers that the committee provides. All problem statements are to 

be written in proper English. Participants are allowed to use calculator which is provided within the operating system of the 

computer.

High School Level 

Registration fee: Rp. 250,000.00,-

Early Bird: Rp. 200,000.00,-*

Number of people in a team: 1-2. 

Total number of teams: 25 teams.

Registration fee: Rp. 250,000.00,-

Early Bird: Rp. 200,000.00,-*

Number of people in a team: 1-2. 

Total number of teams: 25 teams.

It’s all about IT (Information Technology) general knowledge which has a topic within a range from software, hardware, 

inter¬net, and gadgets. Participants will be given an interesting, chal-lenging, and unique quiz. There will be 3 to 4 stages 

in the high school level and also some tricky problems in this level. Each team will consist of 2 people. The purpose is to 

challenge the knowledge of high school student about IT world. 

It’s all about IT (Information Technology) general knowledge which has a 

topic within a range from software, hardware, in¬ternet, and gadgets. There 

will also be some stages and also a dozen of problem solving questions in 

this level. The university level is almost the same with the high school level, 

but higher dif¬ficulty level. It will also have 3 to 4 stages, and each team 

consist of 2 people. The purpose is to challenge the problem solving skills 

from the university students with a limited time. 

University Level 

*For first 10 teams



• Belong to an active high school or university in Indonesia when BITMAP 2015 occurs.
• Submit a photo (3x4 cm), color or black/white
• Bring 2 photos (color or black/white) on the competition day.
• Submit a photocopy of Student ID
• Submit a letter from the institution which the participant represents, declaring that the 
  participant is still part of the institution as a student, and therefore represents them 
• Online Registration or Offline Registration
• Payment need to be made latest on the first day of competition, otherwise the    
 participants will not be recognized as the participants of BITMAP 2012 
• All participants MUST come on the Technical Meeting and Simulation day 
• Each participant in a group must come from either the same high school or the same  
 university

Each of the participants is required to:

Participants 
   Requirements



Registration Procedures
Each of the participants is required to:

Online registration
Steps: 

1. Go to the website registration page 
(http://bitmap.binus-event.com/registration/)

2.
Choose the competition 
you want to join and 
fill the required 
column.



Registration almost completed,
Finish your registration by doing your 
payment and do confirmation 
at by login to your ID.

Choose the competition 
you want to join and 
fill the required 
column.

Choose the competition 
you want to join and 
fill the required 
column.

3.

4.

Please note that institution letter (hard-copy) 
should be brought during the re-registration on the day
 of the competition. Online registration will be opened
 from 28th August 2012 – 27th October 2012 
Each team within the same institution need to send
 the email separately 

Note :



Offline registration

Offline registration can be done by contacting the registration 

Dinda – 082110955066
Elbert – 0818833551
 
If you choose this second way of registration, 
please bring the registration requirements (registration form, registration fee, 
photo, copy of ID card, and the letter from institution) along. 
For further information, our registration is available to contact. 



Registration Payment
Payment for the registration fee can be done in 2 ways, which are:

Transfer
• Account number: 1216592898

• Account owner: Rita Gosal QQ Laura Kurniawan

• Bank Name: Permata Bintang

• Confirm at BITMAP website and attach transfer receipt. Or email the transfer receipt to 

bitmap2015@gmail.com with subject: “BITMAP 2015 [Competition Name] [Group Name] Payment”

• Please make an appointment with the registration division before coming to BINUS INTERNATIONAL. 

Come directly to BINUS INTERNATIONAL JWC Campus

Note that the photo and the institution letter must be submitted directly to our registration stand at BINUS 

INTERNATIONAL the Joseph Wibowo Center for Advance Learning. The latest submission is on the first day of 

the competition which is 19th February 2015.

Please be advised that we have the right to reject participants who do not fulfill the age 

requirement, not represent the institution, or have not completed the registration 

requirements (payment and receipt submission) on the latest due date.

Should you require further information, please do not hesitate to contact:

1. Dinda – 082110955066

2. Elbert – 0818833551

3. Ignatius - 08176602019

4. Jennifer - 081285899886



1. Every team is expected to come at the very least 15 minutes before the competition started to prepare the team

 and conduct the re-registration of the team in the registration post. 

2. All communication devices, such as mobile phones, pagers, Blackberry devices, multimedia players (including iPod), 

tablet PCs (iPad, Galaxy Tab, etc.), cameras, camcorders, HT or Walkie Talkie, etc. are prohibited to be turned on or activated 

during the competition. If any violation occurs, then any of the communication devices will be confiscated until the end of 

the competition period. 

3. If in a period of 30 minutes since the starting of a competition (judges was already present) a team has not come 

to the competition location, then the team will be considered WO (Walk Out). If as long as the competition goes on

the belated team arrives, then the team is not qualified to participate in the competition (disqualified). 

4. The decision of judges and committees in a competition is final and cannot be contested. 

5. Participants and their companions (with the requirement, the companion was present throughout the course

 of competition) are given a chance to cast protests (complaints) of the competition occurrence to the responsible

 person of the competition and shall only conducted after the competition finishes. The protests are proposed to the

 competition’s division team. 

6. Every participant has to obey every rule and regulation of their respective competition and in the

 General Rules and Regulations. 

7. During the competition, participants are required to wear proper clothes, shoes, and be neat. 

8. Participants who violate any of the general rules and regulations in this competition will be given sanction, 

which is disqualification. 

9. Participants still own the copyright of their creation, but BITMAP has the right to use the resulting projects for 

promotional or publication purpose. 

10. The usage of the project submitted by participants outside the competition is not BITMAP responsibility. 

GENERAL RULES 
  and reGULATION 



Web Design

Information

- Each team will be given 2 PC to work with.

- The website required is static (.html files)

- The judging criteria will be (Design, Usability, Creativity and Content) [Not final]

a. Design
 i. Effective Use of Assets (Images, Audio, Video, Animation)

 ii. Color Selection 

 iii. Whitespace usage

 iv. Font Selection

 v. Consistency

b. Usability
 i. Produces expected feedbacks from actionable objects (buttons, links, etc)

 ii. Performance

 iii. Browser Compatibility

 iv. Readability

 v. Navigability, or how easy it is to navigate through the site

c. Creativity

 i. Use of Modern Web Techniques

 ii. Engaging Visual Appeal through Assets allocation

d. Content
 i. Adheres to the theme given (Relevance of Content, is the message delivered or not?)

 ii. Natural and Logical Order for Information (Content Chunking)

 iii. Correct Spelling and Grammar



1. A team consists of 2 members.

2. Participants have to create a static website according to the theme.

3. All content must be written in English.

4. Each Team will be provided with 2 PC/Computers.

5. Participants are only allowed to go out of the competition room with the company of a committee member.

6. CSS frameworks or JavaScript frameworks are allowed provided that they are:

 a. Available freely in its official website, Github or other similar repositories.

 b. Does not infringe on any attribution/license rights.

7. All assets should be prepared before the competition, and should undergo an approval process by sending a 

downloadable link to [email]. Approved assets will be installed in the workstations assigned to the team. All late 

submissions will not be accepted.

 a. Mockup Assets are only accepted in the form of .PDF, .AI, .PSD, .JPEG, .PNG or .GIF. 

 b. CSS/JavaScript frameworks & libraries will be downloaded through an official source with the latest  

  version and is supplied directly from our side to ensure original content. We will not accept any direct  

  download links, and will accept only links to the official source of the framework/library.

 c. Participants are allowed to outsource multimedia assets to support the website, however, proper  

  attributions must be given according to the media’s license.

8. Any usage of CMS (Content Management System), such as but not limited to: Joomla, WordPress, Drupal is not 

allowed.

9. All participants are not allowed to use any flash drive, external hard disk, or other storage devices during the 

competition.

10. We will not be held responsible in the case of missing assets due to the participants’ negligence. Please 

ensure that all assets are accounted for before the day of the competition.

11. The usage of Internet is prohibited during the competition.

12. Participants are not allowed to install any additional tools/software during or before the competition.

13. Any violations to the aforementioned rules may result in the team’s disqualification.

Rules

Contact:

For further information contact:

 Anthony Wijaya – 081210797925



Programming
[TENTATIVE]

A competition geared towards high school students, where participants can solve programming challenges of varying level 

of difficulties. Throughout the years competitive programming has induced the advent of bright young minds to solve 

undergoing problems and disrupt innovation in the field of computing. Use your mathematic and algorithmic skills to solve 

interesting problems.

Bitmap Programming Rules and Regulations:

 1. A total of 30 teams can participate in this competition. Each team consists of 1-2 team members.

 2. The competition will be held on-site at Binus International’s JWC campus.

 3. The competition will be held in 2 days, 1 round per day. Each round lasts for 5 hours.

 4. You are not allowed to bring any communication or electronic devices, external drives, or calculator into the  

  venue. (Use windows calculator instead)

 5. Arrive on time. You will not be permitted to enter the competition venue, 30 minutes after the competition   

 starts.

 6. Each team member will be given 1 computer (1 team consists of 2 members will have 2 computers). However,  

  only 1 computer from each team can submit the solution to the system.

 7. All participants must adhere to the aforementioned rules. Any violation of these rules and regulations will   

 result in disqualification.

General task:

 1. The format is similar to ACM-ICPC, IOI programming contest. All problem statements are written in proper  

  English.

 2. Solve the problems given with the most efficient method and algorithm possible, with either C, C++, Java, or  

  Pascal programming language.

 3. Submit the solution to the system. The grader will then output the verdict of your solution.

Contact:

For further information contact:

  

 Febryan Margali – 085710300286



A brief description of the competition: 

 ITGK (IT General Knowledge) is a branch of BITMAP Competition where participants are competing 

each other to win prizes in several rounds. The material of this competition is mainly about IT General 

Knowledge.

ITGK theme: 

 For this year, ITGK will not be as other ordinary IT General Knowledge competitions that are usually 

held which only relies on how much general knowledge do you know. This competition will include 

brainpower to develop strategy, individual emotions, and the most unexpected factor which is human 

itself.

General rules: 

 1. Each team consist of 2 person.

 2. No swearing or cursing during the competition.

 3. Any kind of cheating will not be tolerated.

 4. Physical fighting is prohibited. However, psychological method is permitted.

 5. Do not vandalize facilities and resources that are provided.

 6. E devices are not allowed on the competition ground.

 7. Books and notes are not allowed on the competition ground.

 8. Any communication between each team is prohibited while answering questions.

 9. Any complaints about the method and rules of the game will be neglected.

 10. All participants of ITGK (IT General Knowledge) competition on BITMAP 2015 are agreed to the 

rules and    regulation.



Phase:

 Round 1  : General Elimination

 Story : Most of the ITGK competition held a written test to eliminate participants in the early stage. However, 

BITMAP ITGK will take a lead to change those boring elimination processes into an interesting head on battle of quizzes. 

Participants will be requested to collect a number of stamps in order to survive in this elimination process. The answering 

process of each question will be paralleled for all teams. Every team will answer the question simultaneously and one 

stamp will be given directly to each team that has answered correctly.

Rules :

 - No running inside competition room [For those who run will be losing 2 stamps].

 - There will be a certain slot for the next round.

 - You can give your stamp to another team.

 - We will announce the remaining slot if the available slot is les-s than 3. If there are 3 teams that have the 

same    amount of  stamps, extra question will be given and the best 2 of them will advance to the next round.

 - First come, first serve for seats in the next round.

 - A team that has submitted theirs stamps MUST leave the elimination ground.

 - There will be time when each team could exchange stamps.

Only a person in each team that can roam while exchanging stamps.

 

 Round 2  : Free For All

 Story : This is a battle taken from manga called “Liar Game”. Each team will occupy a seat at the table which have 

been previously selected. The battle will be paralleled between each table, only ONE winner could advance to the final 

round from each table. There will be life point for each team. A team that answer the provided question correctly, can 

deduct another team’s live point. However, if that team cannot answer correctly, their life point will be deducted and the 

question will be given to the next team. The order for the team to answer will be adjusted to the order of exchanging 

stamps on the previous round. There will be 15 second of time given for each team to answer the question and minus 5 

second subsequently for the next team if the question is forwarded. The question that couldn’t be answered by all of the 

teams will be discarded. If the life point reach zero, that team will be asked to leave the premises.



Simple Version :
 - Each team will sit on the side that they take on 1st round.

 - Only 1 winner per table (Last survival).

 - There will be life point for each team.

 - Answer correctly and your team can deduct the other team’s life point.

 - Answer wrongly and your life point is deducted.

 - The question will be given to the next team if the team answers wrongly.

 - The time window of each question will be 15 seconds.

 - If the question that is gotten from another team, the time window to answer will be deducted 5 second. [In chronological  

  order: 15, 10, 5, 5] 

 - Each question could only bump 3 times. [Preventing team to give answer twice]

 - Each team that reaches 0 on their life point MUST leave the premises.

Rules :
 Any kind of communication to another team is prohibited while a team is answering. [As penalty, life point will be deducted.]

  Final Round  :  [Secret]

  Story    :  [Secret]

  Rules    :  [Will be announced before the game start]



INFORMATION
 Poster Design is a competition which is participated by high school students and university students. This 

competition challenged them in creating layout and organized structure of poster based on given theme and 

its requirements in short period of time. The theme would be given the day before the competition and 

participants are expected to design their posters on site. The judging criteria include few factors: 

 - Originality 

 - Theme Relation 

 - Message Delivery 

 - Creativity

RULES
 - Each team consists of max 2 (two) persons that represent 1 (one)  school/university. 

 - Each team would be given 2 computers to work on. (Computers that will be used is iMac) 

 - The duration of competition would be 5 hours (both high school and university) 

 - Participants are prohibited to do plagiarism and any other violence related may cause disqualification. 

 - Participants must submit their original poster and has not been submitted in other competition and  

 any related purpose. 

 - Participants may do their posters manually and digitally, but the final result must be in digital.    

 (participants are provided with scanners to digitize their manual work into digital) 

 - Feel free to use any design software provided. We provided Adobe Illustrator CS6 and Adobe    

 Photoshop CS6. 

 - Participants are prohibited to bring any storage devices into the competition room. 

 - Participants may use raw (non-edited) images or pictures from internet as reference or elements of  

  poster designs. 

 - Participants who are late may still join the competition and will not be given any additional time. 

 - The final result of poster must be saved as jpeg and its original format, e.g: Adobe Illustrator as .ai and 

  Adobe Photoshop as .psd following with the used images or design element in a provided file.

CONTACT

 For further information contact:  Dennis–089654121065



TIME
ACTIVITY

8.00  -  9 .00
9 .00  -  9 .30

9 .30  -  10 .00
10.00  -  10 .30
10.30  -  11 .00
11.00  -  11 .30
11.30  -  12 .00
12.00  -  12 .30
12.30  -  13 .00
13.00  -  13 .30
13.30  -  14 .00
14.00  -  14 .30
14.30  -  15 .00
15.00  -  15 .30
15.30  -  16 .00
16.00  -  16 .30
16.30  -  17 .00

ITGK WEB DESIGN PROGRAMMING POSTER DESIGN

Re-registration

Round 3 University

Round 2

Break

University

Re-registration

Closing Ceremony

TIME
ACTIVITY

8.00  -  9 .00
9 .00  -  9 .30

9 .30  -  10 .00
10.00  -  10 .30
10.30  -  11 .00
11.00  -  11 .30
11.30  -  12 .00
12.00  -  12 .30
12.30  -  13 .00
13.00  -  13 .30
13.30  -  14 .00
14.00  -  14 .30
14.30  -  15 .00
15.00  -  15 .30
15.30  -  16 .00
16.00  -  16 .30
16.30  -  17 .00

ITGK WEB DESIGN PROGRAMMING POSTER DESIGN

Highschool

Round 1

Lunch Break

University

Re-registration

Opening Ceremony

Round 1

Round 2

rundown

Day - 1

Day - 2



REGISTRATION
 1. Dinda – 082110955066
 2. Elbert – 0818833551
 3. Ignatius – 08176602019
 4. Jennifer – 081285899886

COMPETITION
 Programming:
  Febryan Margali – 085710300286
 Web Design:
  Anthony Wijaya – 081210797925
 Poster Design:
  Natalia Christina – 085781589718
 ITGK:
  Dennis – 089654121065

*Only for purpose of questions regarding 
the competition respectively.

Bitmap 2015
 
  IMPORTANT CONTACTS










